
THE LISTENING PROJECT 13

LISTENING TO THE COMMUNITY LOOKING FOR WHAT MATTERS



ideastream was formed in 2001 to “strengthen our 
communities”—a mission that depends on dedicated listening to 
the people of Northeast Ohio. Every year, ideastream has carried 
out The Listening Project to find out what matters most to area 
residents. Through a series of surveys and conversation forums, 
The Listening Project elicits the ideas, hopes, frustrations, and 
points of pride of hundreds of participants. This feedback is used 
to shape the content, programs, and services that ideastream 
delivers to the community.

In 2013–14, The Listening Project asked the community to 
describe the region’s positive features, as well as its problems, 
and to share some personal assets and challenges. Additionally, 
The Listening Project conducted two surveys focused on specific 
assets and challenges addressed in years past: the economy and 
natural spaces. Local leaders convened to discuss these specific 
topics, as well as community development. The impressions 
gleaned from both the survey participants and local leader 
discussions are presented in the following pages.

This year’s participants talked about the region as a place that 
is somewhere in between the past and future. Northeast Ohio 
is still “waiting to happen,” according to one survey participant, 
and yet its “dusty infrastructure,” according to another, speaks 
to a legacy as a “once-prominent city.” Overall, participants 
said they appreciate Northeast Ohio for daring to be itself. “This 
area lives like a big city, but feels like a small town. It’s the best 
of everything,” said one participant. Said another: “I feel like I’m 
sitting in a good, but unglamorous place. I kind of like that.”

“The Listening Project is a great 
place to start in terms of building 
awareness. The region has a 
phenomenal number of people whose 
stories inspire and create change.”

– Cathy Belk, COO, JumpStart

THE  
LISTENING  
PROJECT
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The Listening Project surveys residents 
each year about what they enjoy most 
about the region. Of all the area’s 
charms, survey participants counted 
Arts & Culture, Affordable Cost of 
Living, and Proximity to Parks and 
Lake Erie as our greatest Community 
Assets—all qualities of life in Northeast 
Ohio that are called out in The 
Listening Project year after year.

For the first time, Listening Project 
participants put Restaurants and Food 
Culture on the menu of Northeast 
Ohio’s top assets. Noelle Celeste, 
publisher of the food magazine Edible 
Cleveland, explained to host Dee Perry 
on The Sound of Applause on 90.3, 
“More and more people are interested 
in not just what they eat when they 
go out to a restaurant, but what they 
are bringing into their homes, and the 
relationships they have with local food 
producers.” Said one resident who 
travels often: “It’s the food that always 
brings me back home.”

COMMUNITY ASSETS

“I think Northeast Ohio is a 
fabulous place to live. Specifically, 
I love the awesome food scene.”

–  Listening Project Survey participant

“We are the affordable cultural capital. 
Our arts infrastructure is amazing.  
Our parks are lush. Our lake is an asset.”

–  Listening Project Survey participant

Parks & Lake Erie

Arts & Culture

Cost of Living

Restaurants & Food Culture new

Community

Health Care 

LP 13 ASSETS (IN ORDER)LP 12 ASSETS (IN ORDER)
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Residents who participated in 
The Listening Project 13 didn’t 
shy away from discussing the 
region’s shortcomings. As in recent 
years, surveyed participants cited 
Education as a major community 
challenge. “The schools in Cleveland 
must be improved,” insisted one 
participant, and another said: 
“Education disparities lead to 
limitations in job opportunities.”

Public Transit not only made the 
list of Community Challenges for 
the first time this year, but also 
stood out as the second-greatest 
challenge of all. Survey participants 
primarily complained about 
inadequate bus and rail routes and 
lack of easy transportation between 
fledgling neighborhoods.

This was also the first year 
participants talked about Physical 
Infrastructure and Population Loss 
as challenges. Some suggested 
they may be linked, as inadequate 
infrastructure fails to keep Northeast 
Ohio natives or attract newcomers. 
One participant wondered, “Why 
isn’t our lakefront developed from 
Bratenahl to Lakewood, full of trails 
for bikers, strollers, walkers, fishing, 
pavilions, cafes, and more?” Another 
noted, “We need to provide young 
people a reason to stay in this area,” 
as someone else observed that 
young residents “leave here for 
Atlanta, Washington, DC, and the 
west coast.”

COMMUNITY CHALLENGES

Education

Public Transit new

Jobs

Community Perception

Physical Infrastructure new

Population Loss new

 

Jobs
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Politics

Housing
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“Every day on my commute, I look at  
the stretch of land in between the 
highways and wonder why on earth there 
isn’t public transportation available.”

–  Listening Project Survey participant

“The loss of population and 
manufacturing from the once vibrant 
inner core is being mourned.”

–  Listening Project Survey participant
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PERSONAL ASSETS & CHALLENGES

WHAT PERSONAL CHALLENGES  
DO YOU FACE?

My health

My finances

My time  
management

My job/employment

My retirement and aging

WHAT PERSONAL ASSETS DO  
YOU BRING TO THE COMMUNITY?

My education

My support for  
cultural institutions

My community 
participation

My volunteerism

My leadership  

“The greatest assets in our community 
are the people,” declared Tom Stone 
of Mt. Pleasant NOW Development 
Corporation, during a Listening Project 
forum on Community Development. 
Such faith and pride in the people of 
the region was expressed by numerous 
participants in Listening Project 
surveys and community conversations.

“The people are one of the best 
qualities of this area because we 
are genuine, helpful, friendly, and 
generous,” said one survey participant. 
Another participant praised the “many 
wonderful, concerned people who are 
actively working to improve life for 
everyone in Northeast Ohio.”

But how do community members rate 
themselves? The Listening Project 
asked participants to rank their top 
five personal assets that they believe 
benefit the region, as well as their five 
most serious personal challenges. 

me
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“Northeast Ohio is a national gem 
that needs to dust itself off and 
shine again,” said a participant to 
a Listening Project survey. Other 
participants noted that Northeast 
Ohio has captured outside attention—
“People are moving here in droves,” 
said one—but does the region dazzle 
for all its residents? 

The Listening Project 13 convened 
a forum of local leaders to discuss 
community development in the 
region. Alesha Washington of 
Cleveland Neighborhood Progress 
explained that the region’s most 
celebrated amenities can be 
out of reach or invisible in some 
communities. “People who live here,” 
she said, “don’t know how to access 
the assets that others are moving here 
for. How do we bridge that gap?”

Participants in the forum spoke of  
a contrast between the public 
relations pitch the community gives  
to others and the negative 
perceptions we keep alive among 
ourselves. “It’s the people who haven’t 
stepped foot in a neighborhood in 
twenty years who have the strongest 
opinions about it,” said Brian 
Friedman of Northeast Shores. 

Leaders spoke about the need to 
tell ourselves a new story. “We have 
thirty-four neighborhoods within the 
City of Cleveland, all with their own 
personalities,” Friedman said. Others 
gave countless examples of local 
residents taking it upon themselves 
to celebrate the unique assets of their 
communities, from the Cleveland 
Flea market in the St. Clair-Superior 
neighborhood to community urban 
gardening in South Euclid. 

“If people can develop 
a more positive 
attitude, that will go a 
long way to improve 
things around here. 
That energy needs to 
grow and crowd out 
the negativity.”

– Listening Project Survey participant

“Rather than talk 
of what once was, 
citizens need to think 
boldly about what 
can be and reinvent 
themselves.”

– Listening Project Survey participant

“There’s a perception 
that people living 
in challenged 
neighborhoods  
are stuck there…

but many  
willingly choose 
to call those 
neighborhoods 
home. We need  
to share that.”

–  Jeff Kipp, Director of 
Neighborhood Marketing, 
Cleveland Neighborhood  
Progress

COMMUNITY PERCEPTION



SPEND TIME AT LEAST ONCE PER WEEK  
IN THE REGION’S PARKS

SPEND TIME AT LEAST ONCE PER WEEK  
AT LAKE ERIE

MOST ENJOYABLE ACTIVITIES

From the north shores of Lake Erie 
to the southernmost end of the 
Metroparks at Hinckley Reservation, 
residents of Northeast Ohio treasure 
their green spaces and natural 
resources. Year after year, Listening 
Project participants include Parks 
and Lake Erie as one of the greatest 
aspects of life in the region. 

This year, more than two-thirds of 
participants in a Listening Project 
survey reported using the region’s 
parks at least once per week. They 
reported spending less time on Lake 
Erie than at the parks—but nearly all 
consider Lake Erie to be the region’s 
greatest asset. 

Yet participants also spoke about 
missed opportunities and unrealized 
potential when it comes to our open 
spaces. Community leaders convened 
for a forum observed that residents 
can take the parks for granted. 
Meanwhile, survey participants cited a 
need for pollution clean-up, improved 
accessibility, better connectivity 
between lakefront parks, and more 
public access points to the shoreway.

Parks and preservation leaders talked 
passionately about a paradigm shift 
they see underway: Where plans for 
our region’s natural places were once 
made in silos, they now sense an “all 
boats rise” spirit, marked by deeper 
partnership amongst communities and 
institutions and a collective focus on 
the greater good. Ann Zoller, Executive 
Director of LAND Studio, pointed 
out the region-wide benefit of this 
collaboration: “We can tell a positive 
story about these efforts that will help 
economic development, attract new 
young people, and educate people 
about our natural resources.”

PARKS & LAKE ERIE

“ We don’t live in the rust belt. 
We live in the water belt.”

–  Jan Rybka, District Administrator, Cuyahoga Soil  
and Water Conservation District

“I can only describe our parks 
as an embarrassment of riches.”

– Listening Project Survey participant

23%65%

Hike
Run/Walk

AT THE PARK AT THE LAKE

Bike Bird Watch Picnic Boat Walk Relax Swim



Has Northeast Ohio’s economy improved? 
There wasn’t a clear consensus among 
Listening Project 13 participants. Some 
said they believe business is as slow 
and jobs as hard to get as they were 
ten years ago. Others saw evidence of 
improvement—but only for some in the 
community. As one participant said, 
“Our economy has stabilized in general 
and experienced pockets of growth, but 
that growth has certainly not reached 
everyone.” 

Residents pointed to a number of areas 
for improvement—including higher-
quality, more equitable K-12 education, 
trade skill training programs, and 
better access to health care—that they 
believe can help balance socioeconomic 
conditions and prepare our region to 
compete in the next decade.

Turning challenge into opportunity was a 
key conversation point among corporate 
and community leaders convened for a 
Listening Project forum on the regional 
economy. They talked about Northeast 
Ohio’s “legacy workforce” as an asset 

to be recast as tomorrow’s economic 
powerhouse. “We need to transition the 
traditional manufacturing expertise that 
the region has into new industries, new 
opportunities, new markets,” advised 
Jeff Brancato of NorTech. The forum 
participants cited examples of the region 
already taking the lead, such as by 
boasting the highest concentration of  
3D fabrication labs in the US. 

But to lead the way in high tech and 
emerging industries, these leaders voiced 
a need for greater emphasis on two-
year vocational programs and technical 
training options. “The community colleges 
in the region are providing higher skills for 
future workers, providing certifications 
to keep people employed in changing 
fields, and training them to transition,” 
noted Don Romancak of Lorain County 
Community Development. Gary Davis of 
Aetna Plastics Corporation agreed that 
the region needs to expand its mindset 
“beyond the traditional four-year degree 
and do something that gives students a 
sustainable advantage in the workforce.”

NORTHEAST OHIO ECONOMY HAS/WILL:

OUR ECONOMY“As we move forward, 
we need to make 
sure there are 
opportunities for all.”

–  Tracey Nichols, Director of Economic 
Development, City of Cleveland

“We are at the forefront  
of the national movement 
to bring dying cities back 
to life.”

–  Listening Project Survey participant

39% 62%

15% 25%

46% 13%

IN THE NEXT 10 YEARS

IMPROVE(D)

STAY(ED)  
THE SAME

WORSEN(ED)

IN THE PAST 10 YEARS



“Other parts of the 
country don’t have a 
concentration of multiple 
larger cities like we have. 
We’ve got four-and-
a-half million people 
in this region. Here we 
are competing with 
Indianapolis, with Detroit, 
with Pittsburgh…we can 
compete with Atlanta and 
Dallas and the growth 
markets.”

–  Mark Rantala, Executive Director, 
Lake County Ohio Port & Economic 
Development Authority 

Cleveland

Akron

Youngstown

Lorain

Canton

Kent

PHOTOS top to bottom:  
E. 4th Street, Flickr/Edsel Little;  
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Across this year’s Listening Project, a theme of “storytelling” presented itself again and again. 
Residents spoke to a widely shared belief that it is how we tell the region’s story—either positively or 
cynically, whether to outsiders or to ourselves—that shapes the experience of life in Northeast Ohio. 
“Don’t wait to tell your stories,” urged one Listening Project participant.

The Listening Project itself provides a process and a place for the stories of our region to be told, 
gathered, and shared. It is an annual tradition that allows ideastream to amplify Northeast Ohio’s 
collective story within our community and out to the larger world.

By “Listening to the Community and Looking for What Matters,” ideastream can, and does, build its 
programming around the priorities of area residents. The influence of The Listening Project is evident 
across our many streams, including cable and broadcast television, radio, and interactive online media. 
It’s through listening—and then reflecting what we hear in our content, programs, and services—that 
ideastream can come ever closer to its mission of strengthening our communities.

HOW CAN IDEASTREAM HELP  

AMPLIFY ASSETS AND ADDRESS 

COMMUNITY CHALLENGES?

“There needs to 
be a new storyline 
about where we 
want to go and 
the foundation 
we’re building on, 
because it is very 
strong.”

–  Aram Nerpouni, President and CEO, 
BioEnterprise

CONCLUSION



Your participation in The Listening Project is important to ideastream. 
To provide feedback, sign up for The Listening Project email newsletter, 
or see previous Listening Project reports:

visit ideastream.org/lp

What’s 
your 

story?

“It would be great if the 
media could assist in 
getting the message 
out to children, because 
today’s children will be 
tomorrow’s decisions 
makers.”

–  Grace Gallucci, Executive Director, Northeast 
Ohio Areawide Coordinating Agency

“ideastream can play a 
huge role by presenting 
a better balanced picture 
of what economic 
development in this 
region really looks like. 
Illuminate some of the 
great stories and balance 
them with challenges.” 

–  Sharon Toerek, Principal, Toerek Law

PHOTO right: Children visit with WVIZ/PBS at The Cleveland Museum of Natural History, ideastream
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